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ABSTRACT
The absence of a centralized management of a standardized infrastructure for mobile networks is important. Since this
kind of networks are centrally managed, and also dynamic topology and have limited power, Thus providing a secure
environment for MANET routing is very difficult. Artificial immune system is presented a paradigm relatively new and
promising for solving the problem of security in Ad hoc mobile networks. Artificial immune system maintained network
security by determine unsafe nodes and removing all network unreliable nodes. The purpose of this study, applications of
artificial immune system for detecting attacks on Ad hoc mobile networks routing protocols.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc mobile networks [1], are the self-organized networks without infrastructure and centralized management.
Having all nodes as terminals requires that all nodes participate in a common routing protocol. Routing will work properly
only when all nodes run, routing protocol. MANET does not have fixed infrastructure, so in Compared to the fixedinfrastructure networks, are more vulnerable to security threats. These threats can cause Misbehavior network nodes.
A possible reason for the Misbehavior of nodes, is inappropriate software or hardware. Another reason of misbehavior
is due to a desire to save battery. Some nodes to run a fake ID, and then participate in routing. For example, the packages
are no forward. Some nodes may actually be damaging their efforts to bring down the network performance. Internet
viruses and worms such as this are malicious. If the misbehavior of a node can be detected from its neighbors and the
neighbors can remove the node from the network. Well behaved node saves resources and improve the communication
quality. Otherwise, the network may lose its structure and its navigation is disrupted.
Thus the nodes recognize Misbehavior and create an extensive list of Misbehavior and improve these anomalies in the
network can be provided. The human immune system (HIS) to protect against viruses, bacteria and other pathogens that
cause harm to the body, is very successful. MANET as a mobile, decentralized, limited energy and limited capacity of
wireless networks, Need to provide your environment using the system stronger, more self-finding and self-understanding
algorithms, such as artificial immune systems. Because of this we need to have a biologically inspired approach to
MANET is essential to the human immune system [2] [3].
Artificial Immune building concept to dynamically detect and adapt to new threats. When a cell is damaged, danger
signals are produced in the immune response should be issued [4] [5]. In this paper, we studied applications of artificial
immune system for detecting attacks in MANET and the security issues in MANET investigated and studied artificial
immune system and attempt to evaluate the overall concept inspired from the human immune system and its mapping to
the MANET.
2. Attacks under the MANET
MANET is a group of wireless nodes that form a temporary network and concentrated without central management,
with each other and there is no trust between nodes. This feature leads to the conclusion that this network model, compared
to most other types of networks are under attack. MANET can be attacked by using several techniques. Therefore it is
necessary to classify security attacks take place within the MANET. This classification is shown in Figure 1 below.

Fig. 1. Classification of attacks in MANET
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Basically Routing protocols are faced with two types of security threats internal attacks and external attacks. External
attacker could inject false information into the network as enemy and cause to prevent the routing is functioning properly.
Internal attacker is a node that may supply false information.
3. Malicious and selfish nodes in MANETs
Malicious nodes can disrupt proper operation of routing protocols by changing routing information [6]. This nodes do
with false routing information and impersonate other nodes. On the other hand selfish nodes by simply refusing to
participate can be reduced the operation of the network performance. Finest types of active attacks is create a tunnel [7] in
the network between Malicious node that is via it to make a private connection and circumvention network. This type of
attack allows a node to short- circuit the normal flow of routing messages constructing a virtual vertex cut in the network.
Malicious nodes can modify protocols in order to subvert traffic carried attacks can easily be integrated. There for an
attacker can cause reduction in network traffic, and Direct to different parts or a long path to a destination be elected,
which increases the communication delay.
4. Natural Immune System
The body has many defense mechanisms. Among of them skin, Membrane of hollow organs and vessels of the
adaptive immune system. adaptive immune response represents a specific foreign substance and illness (antigen ). This
adaptive immune reaction is made to better recognition for the detection of antigen encounter and a memory. The highspeed memory and improve the adaptive immune response for exposure with the future is antigen. Defensive reactions are
divided into three types: non-specific defensive reactions, defensive reactions to certain immune responses inherited,
defensive reaction. Adaptive immune system is part of a specific immune response. In natural systems, the antigen is a
substance that can cause an immune response. Reaction of the immune is response to antigens.
Antigens can be either bacteria, fungi, parasites and viruses. Antigen is known as foreign (non-self). Immune reaction
by secreting proteins called antibodies takes place. All body cells, with the end of his life during a natural process called
apoptosis, which die of any other mode of cell death, called necrosis or unnatural death. In this case chemicals are released
into the surrounding cells and propagation of this material may damage other cells and cause their death is unnatural. Any
connection between the two cells, called induced signal. Signal (token) is sent and received by direct contact two cells or
through the release of chemicals being transported. Signal reception, creates interact in the cell. Intracellular signals may
be combined to define and meet their new signal.
Therefore signals create complex relationships between body cells which are difficult to analyze [8].All body cells are
produced in the bone marrow. Some of these cells are large cells and particles of white blood cells known as phagocytes.
Phagocytes including, macrophages and neutrophils. Macrophages are versatile cells that secrete chemicals have an
important role in T cell activation. Other cells in small white cells are known lymphocytes. There are two types of
lymphocytes: B cells and T cells, both of them are made in the bone marrow. B and T cells have receptors on their surface
that recognize patterns and external signals they receive from their cells to be enabled. B and T cell s be active by
observation of unknown antigen and receiving chemical signals from environment, Some of immune cells Such as B cells
and dendritic cells (DC) can swallow Anonymous antigens And after analyzing and processing them, Using a set called
MHC- II exists only in these cells, Bring to the surface and called to offer. Cells that are able to perform this task, are
called antigen presenting cells (APC). Therefore cells capable of APC, have a primary diagnosis of the situation and
recognize the symptoms as they migrate to the lymph nodes. There, the cells with the findings to other immune cells and
persuade them to initiate an immune response against pathogens are widespread [9] [10].
5. Mapping Security Architecture to the Biological Immune System
Mapping of biological immune systems for MANET Mobile Ad hoc range is mapped with the human body.
Represented mobile nodes in MANET similar to lymph nodes in the human body is intended. In MANETs there is trusted
nodes and compromised nodes. Compromised node is also called malicious nodes that can route the packet loss. But leads
trusted nodes to forward packets to the destination and at the right time. Compromised nodes can lead to forward data to
the wrong and data can also lead to a nodes that is not the destination. Antigens have been drawn with the sequence of
normal observed patterns. Biological immune system with MANET, for guarantee Ad hoc mobile network is mapped
malicious attacks. System for secure Ad hoc mobile networks by biological immune system called artificial immune
systems in the human body, Presented. As shown in Table 1 can be mapped to the human immune system with Ad hoc
mobile networks. Mobile nodes play the same role that lymphocytes it plays in the body.
Table 1. Mapping immune system to security architecture
Natural immune
Body
Lymph nodes
Self
Antigens
Detectors
Antibodies

Security approach
Mobile nodes
Mobile nodes
Normal behavior
Sequence of normal observed patterns
Special patterns
A pattern with the same format as representation of antigen
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6. Artificial Immune System
MANET security in artificial immune system is suitable for use in MANET security. Decentralization and volatility in
the MANET nodes are the key features. Same scalable system that can be characterized by a centralized system, would
affected. Numbers of artificial immune system have been made for a wide range of applications such as document
classification, fraud detection and host-based intrusion detection. For protect the security, immune agent is created by
using artificial immune system, Agent residing on basic nodes in domain, and a copy of these Artificial immune to other
node inputs will be sent during new connection.
6.1. Related work in artificial immune system
In [11] [12] Using Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) for intrusion detection in wired networks is local. Work they is that
based on part of the negative selection model - non-self and others is a danger signal. TCP connections a role Self and nonself-cells play. A connection by a triple encoding the sender address, recipient address and port number of the caller is
shown. In [13] Use of an artificial immune system approach for intrusion detection based on negative selection and genetic
algorithms. In [14] shown between immune system (HIS) and Intrusion Detection system (IDS) research on the immune
system's methods for intrusion detection. The study presented in this paper will focus on an overview of IDS For AIS
researchers to identify the appropriate research issues. Artificial immune system for detecting mistreating Ad hoc mobile
networks with both innate, adaptive systems and the danger signals is presented [15]. In this paper [16], Comparative
between Ad hoc Mobile Network Security in routing layer through watermarking and shows the artificial immune system.
also analysis Security framework is proposed to provide security Bee Ad hoc protocol. The results obtained in this paper
indicate that the artificial immune system based on safety, cost power consumption is very low compared to cryptographic
systems.
7. Build the Immune System for Misbehavior Nodes
The human immune system (HIS) to protect against viruses, bacteria and other pathogens that cause damage to the
body, is very successful. The body immune system produce immune cells and identifies training injuries. There are many
Algorithmic and Conceptually models who are trying to explain Mode of action the human immune system (HIS).
Methods of Artificial Immune system (AIS) used these concepts and algorithms (HIS) to solve similar problems in
artificial systems. Using an artificial immune system method to overcome the limitations of traditional methods of
detecting Misbehavior. Map the concepts and algorithms of the human immune system to a mobile ad hoc network and
distributed artificial immune system to detect Misbehavior in DSR. Each node detection algorithm runs based on their
observations. Signals are exchanged among the nodes. Figure 2 shows this issue [17].

Fig. 2. Create the routing for misbehavior node
8. Misbehavior Node Detect in MANET routing
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [18] is one of the communication protocols between node can be terminal and the
mobile phone network, is used. a mobile ad hoc network consists Number terminal node, each with a device radio
communication Terminal nodes are added to the network. There is no infrastructure between nodes. Thus, the nodes are
not only function of terminal but also as a Relay (Repeater) function to send data on the network. this type of network
topology need to a routing protocol such as DSR is common. Therefore, the proper implementation of DSR protocol by Ad
hoc network nodes is very important. Sometimes misconduct is a node in the network. This misbehavior can be have nodes
in the standby mode (Standby) are in effect. Hardware failure and malicious software (eg viruses) in nodes can lead to the
network be toppled. A danger theory inspired artificial immune system is proposed in [19], [20] to detect malicious nodes
in Ad hoc mobile networks. Each node in the network consists is a example of this algorithm inspired by observations
made by the node on which it is applied.
Themeselves as a network With Normal traffic and without packet loss is defined. Namely dynamic is defined as a node
in the network is invisible and without packet loss will generate new traffic. For example, dynamic self. each node in the
network, traffic Neighbor nodes monitor / sees a. this observations are buffered For a time buffering. Available detectors
have detected the its own models is removed and replaced with new detectors have. Negative selection is used to generate
the detectors. Observations will provide a buffer to the Available detectors. If the detector is consistent with the
observations, it is awarded a positive score, otherwise it has a negative rating. When a detector is consistent with the
observation that if observed is risk associated with the signal. Detectors are clustered according to the scores obtained. If a
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source node the Experience of packet loss (misbehavior node) to be the source node starts to generate a danger signal, along
with the observed the package is missing. Action taken by neighboring nodes is that observation is the buffer the observation
of the signal associated with danger (as observed) is. This prevents the generation of non-self-detector is observed.
9. DCA uses to detect attacks
Many properties are shared between the MANET and the innate immune system. One important issue is that the two
environments are open and encounter with outside or inside attacks. All this subscriptions cause using the capabilities of
ASI Ad hoc mobile networks are better in detecting attacks. Dendritic cells is one of the innate immune cells that inspired
the danger intrusion detection algorithm based on the DCA called ASI. The body 's natural immune system, dendritic cells,
the antigen presenting professional cells that have play a key role in the initiation and maintenance of primary and
secondary T cell responses play. DCA inspired by immunological studies In the biological role of dendritic cells and their
quality can be used as mobile anomaly detector [21]. According to the biological model based on DCA, each DC input
signals at inputs and a set of antigens available in four main groups are as follows:
1- Pathogen associated molecular pattern signal (PAMP)
2- danger signals
3- signals Secure
4- inflammatory signals.
10. Danger Theory
Danger theory to explain the immune response extensively was studied and this theory as a more complete model of
science of immunology to design efficient artificial immune systems, it seems quite reasonable and accurate. Danger
theory states that Cells, consistent with Immune system, are unable to attack to own host, because every cell is able to do
this during the removal process maturity. Immune reaction Danger theory (DT) as a reaction to a stimulus is harmful to the
body, not just a simple response that is none intended. In danger theory Foreign and allow immune cells to be together and
this is the photo of artificial immune system [22].
Danger theory is a hypothesis that abnormal cells dying and Or anxious may be a release danger signal to cover a small
area around the cells, Antigen reagent cells (APCs received) this signal and, in turn, stimulates the immune system cells.
Theory Danger structure is shown In Figure 5. Because Danger signals activated the programs (APCs), B and T cells in
turn stimulate the rules are as follows: Signal 1 (sig 1) immune cells to pattern of anti- genetic or a piece of antigens
presented by the program connects. Signal 2 (sig 2) or T helper cells help to activate the signal given by a B cell or a signal
for activation of T cells stimulated by the plans. In a word, the theory suggests that the adaptive immune system can signal
Danger insider Danger from outsiders to detect. Immune reaction causes the Danger signals are produced by damaged
cells. Figure 3 shows the architecture using the idea of immune Danger theory, that developed by Danger theory. Kaiser
[23] proposed danger theory of artificial immune system to solve in identification problem. Thymus [24] used Danger
theory to improve the dynamic data clustering algorithm in Self-organizing device security management capacities
(SOSDM) was applied in 2003.

Fig. 3. The structure of the danger theory
11. Discussion
MANETs is a collection of mobile nodes each of which acts as a router. MANET nodes are responsible for forwarding
traffic from the source node to the destination node through intermediate nodes. Lack of focus and Instability node is key
features of MANET. There are two types of attacks in MANET internal attacks and external attacks. In internal attack, the
nodes in the network Can be fall in danger and other nodes be misled and false nodes can redirect the packages. MANET
nodes can also join the group or range without Need to leave, generally not to be trusted markers. Foreign invaders
packages from wrong path to the node false lead. Ad hoc mobile networks are weak in the security attacks, and has already
done a lot of research on Ad hoc Network Security in terms of confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability and
justice focus. Routing protocol design for mobile Ad hoc networks are very difficult.
There are many techniques for mobile Ad hoc networks safety, such as watermarking. Watermarking is an efficient
mechanism for providing secure, but it has a huge overhead. Therefore, an approach using similar system biology immune
system is the body that is known as artificial immune systems. Reason for using of artificial immune system is that the
body's immune system, the body against damage caused by excessive bacteria, viruses, parasites, and fungi that protect the
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pathogen is known. Therefore doing such action without prior knowledge of pathogen structure is difficult and long.
Artificial immune system by specifying a non-trusted nodes and Removing all nodes and unreliable networks, network
security is maintained.
12. Conclusion
To achieve Secure routing protocol is important work that the unique characteristics of Ad hoc wireless networks a
challenging. In recent years the use of the natural human immune system in computing systems caused to artificial immune
system by the different applications. Most of these systems are designed based on the model of insiders and outsiders. The
importance study Application of danger theory as the full model, the artificial immune system is felt and Need to this
model for Use in the detection and prevention of attacks in MANET can be very helpful. In this paper an overview of the
different security objectives, security threats and detection Misbehavior nodes on DSR routing protocol did display. Also
advantage of theory danger the AIS-based intrusion detection algorithms, called DCA, For identifying attacks in mobile ad
hoc networks examined and We expressed That dendritic cell use algorithm can be very useful in detecting various attacks
in MANET networks.
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